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Related Work

• Automatic patent classification

• Prior art search

• Patent quality prediction

• Novelty detection

• Traditional link search (page rank citation ranking)

• HITS (Hyperlink-induced Topic Search/ hubs and authorities): link analysis
algorithm by Kleinberg
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Patent Maintenance Problem

Patent Maintenance:

• A patent can be held for up to 20 years.

• Large maintenance fees need to be paid to keep it enforceable.

• If a patent is not valuable, the owner may decide to abandon it by stopping
paying the maintenance fees to reduce the cost.

Decision for large companies and organizations:

• Too many patents need to be investigated, which makes it difficult to make
decision.
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What do companies think to maintain a patent?

• Quality of the writing of the patent:
If a patent is not well written, it is more likely to be rejected by the patent
office or ruled as invalid in court.

• Novelty of the patent:
If a granted patent is not novel anymore, the owner should abandon it to avoid
possible lawsuit.

• Technique value:
If there is another technique emerged as a better solution, then there is no need
to maintain the patent.

• Technique relevancy:
A company tends to keep patents that are related to its current core interests.

• Economic value:
If a patent is making profit for the company, then the company will likely
maintain it.
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Recommendation System [1]

patent becomes out-of-date and another technique has
emerged as a better solution, then there is no need to
maintain the patent.

• Technique relevancy. A company/organization tends to
keep patents that are related to its current core interests.
If a company shifts its interest or core technique to a
new one, the patents related to the old one will probably
be not maintained.

• Economic value. If a patent is making profit for the
company, then the company will likely maintain it.
In many cases, only the company itself knows such
confidential information on how much profit a patent
is making, so we leave this factor to the company to
consider.

Patent maintenance decision is traditionally made manu-
ally. However, for large companies or organizations, making
a decision on which part of the patent portfolio to maintain
becomes a difficult task because there are so many patents
that need to be investigated. A good decision should achieve
a balance between lowering the cost of paying maintenance
fees for low-valued patents and reducing the risk of aban-
doning high-valued patents which should be maintained.

In this paper, we propose a system and an automatic
method to analyze patents for patent maintenance decision
prediction. The prediction model can be used to make
recommendation for patent portfolio managers to help decide
on patent maintenance.

II. RELATED WORK

Existing web services (such as Google Patent Search,
MicroPatent and Delphion) and research work on patent
analysis and management have been focusing on automatic
patent classification [3] [4][5], prior art search [6] [7], patent
value analysis [8] [9], patent quality prediction [10] [11]
[12] [13], novelty detection [2] [14] or traditional link based
searching using [15] or HITS [16].

Due to the growing number of patent applications ev-
ery year, patent classification [3] [4][5] based on patent
content analysis has been proposed to help assign patent
applications to the right examiners and classify patents to
patent classification schemes, such as the United States
Patent Classification (USPC) system and the International
Patent Classification (IPC) system. However, for patent
maintenance decision, the patents are already published and
the class information is already known.

Research on patent quality prediction [10] [11] [12] [13]
estimates patent quality from the perspective of court validity
rulings or the number of forward citations. Various patent
content and citation features are designed or adopted to
build the prediction model for patent quality. A high quality
patent tends to be maintained in the future. However, such
patent could still be abandoned for various reasons, e.g., the
invention becomes an out-dated technique, the company has
shifted to new and better techniques.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
study the problem of automatic patent maintenance decision
recommendation. We propose a systematic solution which
achieves high performance.

III. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

We present a framework system to analyze patents for
maintenance decision recommendation. The goal is to au-
tomatically extract patent properties from various aspects
to help the company make a decision on maintenance,
based on a model built from patent features and historical
maintenance decisions. Note that this is a service that
current patent search, analysis or management systems,
such as Google Patent Search1, Delphion2, Derwent Innova-
tions Index by Thomson Reuters3, ESPACENET by EPO4,
USPTO5, PatentCafe6, PatentStorm7 and PeerToPatent8, do
not support.

Figure 2. System framework of analyzing patents for maintenance decision
recommendation.

As shown in Figure 2, the general system framework
works as follows: (1) beginning with a collection of patent
databases, such as US Granted, US Applications, EP Granted
& Applications and WO Applications; (2) (optional) perform
a query to select a subset of patents that are particularly
interesting to the user, such as company name, patent class
or any topic keyword; (3) extract patent features; (4) obtain a
training data with historical maintenance decisions available
and build prediction model with network-based refinement;
and (5) for testing or to-be-decided patents, compute a

1Google Patent Search. http://www.google.com/patents
2Delphion. http://www.delphion.com
3Derwent. http://thomsonreuters.com
4ESPACENET. http://www.espacenet.com
5USPTO. http://www.uspto.gov
6PatentCafe. http://www.patentcafe.com
7PatentStorm. http://www.patentstorm.us
8PeerToPatent. http://www.peertopatent.org

The goal is to automatically extract patent properties from various aspects to help
the company make a decision on maintenance.
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Recommendation System Description

1 Collection of patent database from USPTO

2 (optional) Given a query to select a subset of patents that are interesting to the
user, such as a topic keyword, patent class etc.

3 Obtaining training data with historical maintenance decisions available

4 Building prediction model with network-based refinement

5 Computing the ranking score on the testing database and make
recommendation for maintenance decision
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Patent Heterogeneous Time-evolving Information Network

ranking score based on the model and make recommendation
for maintenance decision.

Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the web interface for the
patent maintenance decision aid system.

Figure 3. Patent maintenance decision aid system screenshot.

IV. PATENT INFORMATION NETWORK AND FEATURES

As shown in Figure 4, we model the patents as a heteroge-

neous time-evolving information network G = ⟨V, E, W, T ⟩,
with different types of nodes V , such as patents, inventors,
assignees and USPC/IPC classes. E indicates the links be-
tween nodes with weighting W , and T is the time informa-
tion. Patents are directly-linked together by citations (solid
lines) and content similarity (dashed lines). The network
evolves with new patents published and some old patents
abandoned. We propose the following patent features.

Figure 4. Patent Information Network.

A. Meta Features

Each patent contains meta information, such as publi-
cation year, filed year, kind, inventor, assignee, US class,
IPC code and cited patents. In order to capture the basic
information of the patent, we extract meta features from the
meta information. Table I lists 12 meta features.

Table I
META FEATURES

Feature Description
Pubyear Publication year
Waityear Pubyear minus filed year

NInv Number of Inventors
NAss Number of Assignees

NClaim Number of Claims
NUSclass Number of US classes

NIPC Number of IPC codes
Kind US patent kind
NFC Number of Forward Citations
NBC Number of Backward Citations
NOC Number of Other Citations
NTC Number of Total Citations

B. Novelty Features

A novel patent tends to use more new or recent
words/phrases [17]. Such patents also have higher chance
to be ruled as valid in court [10]. We extract (top-k) key
n-grams and the age of each n-gram, the finial novelty
features are computed as statistic summarization of the ages.
The related studies include new topic detection algorithms
[18][19].

C. Writing Quality Features

We extract content writing features based on the text
information of the patent to estimate two kinds of patent
writing quality: (1) Complexity, a complex patent tends to
use more words in order to describe the various aspects
of the invention. So we extract the number of words and
the number of unique words in the claim, title, abstract
and description, respectively. (2) Completion, based on US
patent regulation, the patent claims need to be validated
by complete description [10]. A patent should not claim
something that is not adequately described in the detailed
description section. So we compute the pair-wise text simi-
larities between abstract, claims and description as features
to indicate the writing completion property. To calculate the
similarity, we first preprocess the text by stopword-removal ,
synonymy merging, stemming [20] and noise-removal. Then
we convert the text to vector space model (VSM) [21] with
tf ∗ idf style term weighting (such as PN [22] and BM25
[23]) to compute the relevance. Note that statistic language
model (SLM) [24] with Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
or Jensen-Shannon divergence is also applicable.

D. Trend Features

Based on the time-evolving property of the patent in-
formation network, we extract the trend of a technique,
indicated as a keyword or USPC/IPC class. If a technique
is popular, it would be used or mentioned in many related
patents. Denote a trend as T = ⟨f1, f2, ..., fn⟩(fi ∈ Z),
where frequency fi is the number of related patents pub-
lished in year i. T is a time ordered non-negative integer
series.

G =< V,E,W, T >

• Node V : patents, inventors, assignees, USPC/IPC classes
• Edge E: patents are directly linked by citations (solid lines) and content

similarity (dashed lines)
• W : weights for edges; T : time information 12 / 51
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Different types of features for patent information network

1 Meta Features

2 Novelty Features

3 Writing Quality Features

4 Trend Features

5 Inventor Features

6 Assignee Profile Features

Those features can capture the patent information in the network well to help
companies to make maintenance decision.
The baseline is the traditional tf-idf weighting features.
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Meta Features
ranking score based on the model and make recommendation
for maintenance decision.

Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the web interface for the
patent maintenance decision aid system.

Figure 3. Patent maintenance decision aid system screenshot.

IV. PATENT INFORMATION NETWORK AND FEATURES

As shown in Figure 4, we model the patents as a heteroge-

neous time-evolving information network G = ⟨V, E, W, T ⟩,
with different types of nodes V , such as patents, inventors,
assignees and USPC/IPC classes. E indicates the links be-
tween nodes with weighting W , and T is the time informa-
tion. Patents are directly-linked together by citations (solid
lines) and content similarity (dashed lines). The network
evolves with new patents published and some old patents
abandoned. We propose the following patent features.

Figure 4. Patent Information Network.

A. Meta Features

Each patent contains meta information, such as publi-
cation year, filed year, kind, inventor, assignee, US class,
IPC code and cited patents. In order to capture the basic
information of the patent, we extract meta features from the
meta information. Table I lists 12 meta features.

Table I
META FEATURES

Feature Description
Pubyear Publication year
Waityear Pubyear minus filed year

NInv Number of Inventors
NAss Number of Assignees

NClaim Number of Claims
NUSclass Number of US classes

NIPC Number of IPC codes
Kind US patent kind
NFC Number of Forward Citations
NBC Number of Backward Citations
NOC Number of Other Citations
NTC Number of Total Citations

B. Novelty Features

A novel patent tends to use more new or recent
words/phrases [17]. Such patents also have higher chance
to be ruled as valid in court [10]. We extract (top-k) key
n-grams and the age of each n-gram, the finial novelty
features are computed as statistic summarization of the ages.
The related studies include new topic detection algorithms
[18][19].

C. Writing Quality Features

We extract content writing features based on the text
information of the patent to estimate two kinds of patent
writing quality: (1) Complexity, a complex patent tends to
use more words in order to describe the various aspects
of the invention. So we extract the number of words and
the number of unique words in the claim, title, abstract
and description, respectively. (2) Completion, based on US
patent regulation, the patent claims need to be validated
by complete description [10]. A patent should not claim
something that is not adequately described in the detailed
description section. So we compute the pair-wise text simi-
larities between abstract, claims and description as features
to indicate the writing completion property. To calculate the
similarity, we first preprocess the text by stopword-removal ,
synonymy merging, stemming [20] and noise-removal. Then
we convert the text to vector space model (VSM) [21] with
tf ∗ idf style term weighting (such as PN [22] and BM25
[23]) to compute the relevance. Note that statistic language
model (SLM) [24] with Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
or Jensen-Shannon divergence is also applicable.

D. Trend Features

Based on the time-evolving property of the patent in-
formation network, we extract the trend of a technique,
indicated as a keyword or USPC/IPC class. If a technique
is popular, it would be used or mentioned in many related
patents. Denote a trend as T = ⟨f1, f2, ..., fn⟩(fi ∈ Z),
where frequency fi is the number of related patents pub-
lished in year i. T is a time ordered non-negative integer
series.

These informations are contained in each patent, and can be easily pulled out by
software.
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Novelty Feature
Observation and Novelty Feature Extraction

Observation:

• A novel patent tends to use more new or recent words/phrases.

• Novel patents have higher chance to be ruled as valid in court

How to extract?

• Extract top−k key n− grams

• Calculate the age of n− grams (Phrase Age)

• Novelty features are computed as statistic summarization of the ages
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Novelty Feature
Determine the Phrase Age [2] [3] [4]

Phrase age is defined with respect to a subject patent.

• Search for a given phrase in all patents that bear the same patent class

• If this search returns no earlier patent, then the age of the phrase is 0

• If an earlier patent is found, the difference between the publish dates is the age
of the phrase.
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Writing Quality Features
Patent Writing Quality in Two Aspects

• Complexity: a complex patent tends to use more words in order to describe the
various aspects of the invention

• Completion: Based on US patent regulation, the patent claims need to be
validated by complete description
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Writing Quality Features
Table II

WRITING QUALITY FEATURES

Feature Description
TitleL Title Length

TitleUW Title Unique Words number
ClaimL Claim Length

ClaimUW Claim Unique Words number
FClaimL First Claim Length

FClaimUW First Claim Unique Words number
AbsL Abstract Length

AbsUW Abstract Unique Words
DesL Description Length

DesUW Description Unique Words
CohAC Cohesion between Abstract and Claims
CohAD Cohesion between Abstract and Description
CohCD Cohesion between Claims and Description

As an example, Figure 5 shows the trend for US class
711169, which is 711 (Electrical Computers and Digital
Processing Systems: Memory) with subclass 169 (Memory
Access Pipelining).

Figure 5. Trend features of a patent published in 2007 for USPC class
711169. X-axis denotes the publish year, and Y-axis denotes the number
of patents published in each corresponding year.

To mark the beginning of a trend, we define start(T ) as
the first year with a non-zero frequency,

start(T ) = min{i|fi > 0} (1)

To indicate the peak of a trend, we define max(T ) as the
maximum frequency.

max(T ) = max{fi} (2)

We define maxyear(T ) as the year which achieves
max(T ). If there are multiple choices, we choose the earliest
one.

maxyear(T ) = min{i|fi = max(T )} (3)

In order to capture the overall volume, we define sum(T )
as the sum of all frequencies over the whole time range.

sum(T ) =

n!

i=1

fi (4)

1) Basic Trend Features: Consider a time point q and a
trend T , we define the following 7 basic trend features. We
consider the time point in the year level, which could the
year a patent was published/filed or the year a maintenance
decision was made.

Given a patent, we obtain a time point q as its publication
year (or the maintenance decision year, based on the feature),
and we define the following basic trend features based on
both q and the trend T .

(1) age. The age of a time point q in a trend T is defined
as the time gap from q to the start of the trend.

age(q, T ) = q − start(T ) (5)

(2) age2max. The age2max of a time point q in a trend
T is defined as the time gap from q to the maxyear of the
trend.

age2max(q, T ) = q − maxyear(T ) (6)

We use age2max to indicate the relation between q and the
trend’s peak. If age2max > 0, p happens after the peak;
otherwise, p locates in the increasing stage of the trend.

(3) thisSup. The thisSup feature indicates the number of
patents published in time q. It captures the popularity of the
trend in that particular time point.

thisSup(q, T ) = fq (7)

(4) maxSup. The maxSup feature captures the maximum
popularity of the trend T , which is the same as max(T ).

maxSup(q, T ) = max(T ) (8)

(5) sumSup. The sumSup feature captures the overall
popularity of the trend T , which is the same as sum(T ).

sumSup(q, T ) = sum(T ) (9)

We use thisSup, maxSup and sumSup to indicate the
popularity of the technique from different perspectives.

(6) thisMaxRatio. The thisMaxRatio feature is defined
as the ratio of thisSup to maxSup. If the value is close to
1, then the popularity is close to the peak, which means it
is still in the popular stage of the trend.

thisMaxRatio(q, T ) = fq/max(T ) (10)

(7) thisAllRatio. The thisAllRatio feature is defined as
the ratio of thisSup to sumSup. It indicates the degree of
importance for the popularity at time point p compared with
the overall popularity.

thisAllRatio(q, T ) = fq/sum(T ) (11)

Example. Figure 5 shows several basic trend features.
Suppose we consider a time point q = 2007, then the values
for those basic trend features are: age = a = 2007−1976 =
31, age2max = b = 2007 − 2003 = 4, thisSup = d = 45,
maxSup = c = 74, sumSup = 774, thisMaxRatio =
d/c = 45/74 and thisAllRatio = d/sumSup = 45/774.
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Writing Quality Features
How to extract those features ?

• Extract the number of words and number of unique words in the claim, title,
abstract and description

• Compute the pair-wise text similarities between abstract, claims and description
as features to indicate the writing completion property
I preprocessing: stop words removal, synonymy merging, stemming

I tf*idf style weighting
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Trend Features
Definition

Trend of a technique, indicated as a keyword or USPC/IP class

T =< f1, · · · , fn >, fi ∈ Z

• The frequency fi is the number of related patents published in year i

• A trend T is a time ordered non-negative integer series
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Trend Features
Definition

• Beginning of a trend
start(T ) = min{i|fi > 0}

• Peak of a trend
max(T ) = max{fi}

The year that achieves max(T )

maxyear(T ) = min{i|fi = max(T )}

• The overall volume

sum(T ) =

n∑

i=1

fi
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Trend Features

q is a time point (publication year)

1 age(q, T ) = q − start(T )

2 age2max(q, T ) = q −maxyear(T )

3 thisSup(q, T ) = fq

4 maxSup(q, T ) = max(T )

5 sumSup(q, T ) = sum(T )

6 thisMaxRatio(q, T ) =
fq

max(T )

7 thisAllRatio(q, T ) =
fq

sum(T )

Remark: Given a patent p and a particular technique ci, those set of basic trend
features can be obtained based on T (ci), the trend of ci.
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Trend Feature Example

Table II
WRITING QUALITY FEATURES

Feature Description
TitleL Title Length

TitleUW Title Unique Words number
ClaimL Claim Length

ClaimUW Claim Unique Words number
FClaimL First Claim Length

FClaimUW First Claim Unique Words number
AbsL Abstract Length

AbsUW Abstract Unique Words
DesL Description Length

DesUW Description Unique Words
CohAC Cohesion between Abstract and Claims
CohAD Cohesion between Abstract and Description
CohCD Cohesion between Claims and Description

As an example, Figure 5 shows the trend for US class
711169, which is 711 (Electrical Computers and Digital
Processing Systems: Memory) with subclass 169 (Memory
Access Pipelining).

Figure 5. Trend features of a patent published in 2007 for USPC class
711169. X-axis denotes the publish year, and Y-axis denotes the number
of patents published in each corresponding year.

To mark the beginning of a trend, we define start(T ) as
the first year with a non-zero frequency,

start(T ) = min{i|fi > 0} (1)

To indicate the peak of a trend, we define max(T ) as the
maximum frequency.

max(T ) = max{fi} (2)

We define maxyear(T ) as the year which achieves
max(T ). If there are multiple choices, we choose the earliest
one.

maxyear(T ) = min{i|fi = max(T )} (3)

In order to capture the overall volume, we define sum(T )
as the sum of all frequencies over the whole time range.

sum(T ) =

n!

i=1

fi (4)

1) Basic Trend Features: Consider a time point q and a
trend T , we define the following 7 basic trend features. We
consider the time point in the year level, which could the
year a patent was published/filed or the year a maintenance
decision was made.

Given a patent, we obtain a time point q as its publication
year (or the maintenance decision year, based on the feature),
and we define the following basic trend features based on
both q and the trend T .

(1) age. The age of a time point q in a trend T is defined
as the time gap from q to the start of the trend.

age(q, T ) = q − start(T ) (5)

(2) age2max. The age2max of a time point q in a trend
T is defined as the time gap from q to the maxyear of the
trend.

age2max(q, T ) = q − maxyear(T ) (6)

We use age2max to indicate the relation between q and the
trend’s peak. If age2max > 0, p happens after the peak;
otherwise, p locates in the increasing stage of the trend.

(3) thisSup. The thisSup feature indicates the number of
patents published in time q. It captures the popularity of the
trend in that particular time point.

thisSup(q, T ) = fq (7)

(4) maxSup. The maxSup feature captures the maximum
popularity of the trend T , which is the same as max(T ).

maxSup(q, T ) = max(T ) (8)

(5) sumSup. The sumSup feature captures the overall
popularity of the trend T , which is the same as sum(T ).

sumSup(q, T ) = sum(T ) (9)

We use thisSup, maxSup and sumSup to indicate the
popularity of the technique from different perspectives.

(6) thisMaxRatio. The thisMaxRatio feature is defined
as the ratio of thisSup to maxSup. If the value is close to
1, then the popularity is close to the peak, which means it
is still in the popular stage of the trend.

thisMaxRatio(q, T ) = fq/max(T ) (10)

(7) thisAllRatio. The thisAllRatio feature is defined as
the ratio of thisSup to sumSup. It indicates the degree of
importance for the popularity at time point p compared with
the overall popularity.

thisAllRatio(q, T ) = fq/sum(T ) (11)

Example. Figure 5 shows several basic trend features.
Suppose we consider a time point q = 2007, then the values
for those basic trend features are: age = a = 2007−1976 =
31, age2max = b = 2007 − 2003 = 4, thisSup = d = 45,
maxSup = c = 74, sumSup = 774, thisMaxRatio =
d/c = 45/74 and thisAllRatio = d/sumSup = 45/774.
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Trend Features
Collective Trend Features

Given a set C of m techniques: C = {c1, · · · , cm}.

MAage(p) = max{age(year(p), T (ci))|ci ∈ C}
MIage(p) = min{age(year(p), T (ci))|ci ∈ C}

SUage(p) =

m∑

i=1

age(year(p), T (ci))

MEage(p) =

m∑

i=1

age(year(p), T (ci))/m
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Trend Features
Collective Trend Features

Two values for year(p)

• the year that the patent p was published

• the decision making year

Two sets of collective trend features:

• General set: T is generated from all related patents in the database. It reflects
the overall trend of the technique

• Assignee-oriented set: T is formed by only considering the patents of a target
company/organization
Remark: It is possible that the general trend increasing while a company’s trend
is decreasing. The company has reduced its efforts on a particular technique
and does not want to maintain related patents.
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Inventor Feature

Observation: if an inventor’s previous patents are all maintained, then it is more
likely his/her recent patent will also be maintained

Given a patent p and its inventors V = {v1 · · · vm}, where m is the number of
inventors of p

1 PCount(p, vi): the number of patents of inventor vi which were published
before patent p

2 ECount(p, vi): the number of early expired patents of inventor vi which were
published before patent p

3 EPratio(p, vi) =
ECount(p,vi)
PCount(p,vi)

4 First Inventor Features: iv1PCount iv1ECount iv1EPratio

5 Collective Inventor Features: computing min max sum mean value of
PCount(p, vi) ECount(p, vi) EPratio(p, vi)
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Assignee Profile Features
Notation

• Pc: set of patents with c as its assignee

• P y
c : set of patents published in year y

Assignee Profile AP (c, y, w) is the collection of patents by assignee c which were
published around year y within time window w ∈ Z.

AP (c, y, w) = {p|p ∈ Pc, y − w ≤ year(p) ≤ y}
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Assignee Profile Features

1 Capture the overall similarity between patent p and assignee’s profile

PAP (p, c, w)sum =
∑

pi∈APp;pi 6=p

Sim(p, pi)

where AP p = AP (c, year(p), w) and Sim(p, pi) is the text similarity (cosine
similarity) between p and pi

2 Reduce the effect of profile size

PAP (p, c, w)mean =
1

|AP p|
∑

pi∈APp;pi 6=p

Sim(p, pi)

3 Measure maximum relevance to patents in the profile

PAP (p, c, w)max = max{Sim(p, pi)|pi ∈ AP p}
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Special case features

Observe: It is possible that the assignee profile has a patent that is very similar to
the query patent but all others are totally unrelated.

APKp is the top k most similar patents to p

1 Capture the overall similarity between patent p and APKp

PAPK(p, c, w)sum =
∑

pi∈APp;pi 6=p

Sim(p, pi)

2 Reduce the effect of profile size

PAPK(p, c, w)mean =
1

|APKp|
∑

pi∈APp;pi 6=p

Sim(p, pi)
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Initial Prediction

Remark: Each granted US patent will have at most three maintenance decisions.

Training instances generation

• For each patent, three instances will be generated.

• Each instance has a binary label: maintain or abandon.

Features (time sensitive) are using:

1 Trend Features
I thisSup min
I age min
I thisMaxRatio min
I age2max min

2 Profile Features
I PAPsum
I PAPKmean

Use SVM to learn a classification model.
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Network-based Refinement

short) to capture the overall similarity between patent p and
APKp,

PAPK(p, c, w) sum =
!

pi∈APKp∧pi ̸=p

Sim(p, pi) (20)

To reduce the effect of profile size on PAPKsum, we ex-
tract the mean feature PAPK(p, c, w) mean (PAPKmean

for short) by making PAPKsum divided by the size,

PAPK(p, c, w) mean =
1

|APKp|
!

pi∈APKp∧pi ̸=p

Sim(p, pi)

(21)

The profile features for each patent p are dynamic fea-
tures. We generate different sets based on the values of y as
the patent publish year and the decision making years.

V. PREDICTION MODEL

A. Initial Prediction

For each granted US patent, there will be at most three
maintenance decisions. For each such decision year, we
extract the time-sensitive features, such as trend and profile
features. So in general, a patent could generate at most
three training instances, each with a binary label maintain or
abandon. Then based on the historical patent maintenance
decision instances, we build a decision tree classifier (other
classifiers, such as RIPPER and SVM, can also be used) to
learn a classification model. For any future decision year,
we can predict maintenance decisions for the patents based
on the classifier.

B. Network-based Refinement

We propose an optimization framework based on the
patent information network to refine the prediction scores
initially obtained from learning from the patent features.
The basic goal is to utilize the network structure to reveal
the relationship between patents, which can help improve the
prediction performance by analyzing the patents collectively
instead of independently.

In a patent information network, V is the set of
vertices/nodes (including the patents, inventors V A and
USPC/IPC classification codes V C ), and E is the set of
different types of edges between the nodes. EL is the set
of edges formed by patent citations, ES is the set of edges
modeling the similarity between patents, EA is the set of
edges between patent and inventor, EC is the set of edges
between patent and USPC/IPC class. wij is the patent text
similarity score.

We denote V T as the set of training patent decision points,
and V P is the set of testing patent decision points. The value
of such point ri is 1 if the decision is to maintain, and 0
if the patent is abandoned. An edge (i, j) denotes the edge
between the corresponding two patents.

Figure 6 shows an example. The solid blue points are
patents published in that particular year. At different time

snapshots, the same location means the same patent. The
light blue point means the patent was maintained, while
the light red point indicates that the patent was abandoned.
The blue links are the citation links between patents. The
dashed edge means the two patents are content similar. Three
patents P1, P2 and P3 were published in 1997. In their first
maintenance decision year 2001, they form virtual decision
points. P1 and P3 were maintained, but P2 was abandoned.
In the second maintenance decision year 2005, P3 was also
abandoned. P1 and P3 share the same inventor and are
content related.

Figure 6. Time-evolving heterogeneous patent information network.

C. Optimization Framework

We refine the prediction scores R = {ri}(i = 1, ..., |V |)
based on the heterogeneous patent network by minimizing
the following objective function,

O(R) = α
!

i∈V T

||ri − r†
i ||2 + β

!

i∈V P

||ri − r‡
i ||2

+γL

!

⟨i,j⟩∈EL

||ri − rj ||2 + γS

!

⟨i,j⟩∈ES

wij ||ri − rj ||2

+δA

!

(i,a)∈EA

ΨA
ai||ri − ra||2 + δC

!

(i,c)∈EC

ΨC
ci||ri − rc||2

(22)

ΨA
ai is the importance of inventor a to patent i. It is defined

as a function of whether this inventor is the patent’s first
inventor, and the maintenance percentage of the inventor’s
history.

ΨC
ci is the importance of USPC/IPC class c to patent i. We

define this as the maintenance purity of the patents in the
class. The idea is that if most patents assigned with the class
is maintained, then the possibility is high for other related
patents to be maintained.

r†
i ∈ {0, 1} is the decision for each training patent point

i ∈ V T , and r‡
i ∈ [0, 1] is the initial prediction score for each

testing patent. The value of ri serves as a confidence score.
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Network-based Refinement
Notation

• V : Nodes

• V A: inventor nodes

• V C : USPC/IPC classification code nodes

• E: edges

• EL: the set of edges formed by patent citations

• ES : the set of edges modeling the similarity between patents

• EA: the set of edges between patent and inventor

• EC : the set of edges between patent and USPC/IPC class

• wi,j : the patent text similarity score

• V T : the set of training patent decision points

• V P : the set of testing patent decision points

• Solid blue points: patents published in that particular year

• Light blue points: patents that are maintained

• Light red points: patents that are abandoned.

• Dashed edge: two patents are content similar
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Optimization Framework

Prediction Scores R = {ri}(i = 1 · · · |V |)
The objective function:

O(R) = α
∑

i∈V T

||ri − r†i ||2 + β
∑

i∈V P

||ri − r‡i ||2

+ γL
∑

<i,j>∈EL

||ri − rj ||2 + γS
∑

<i,j>∈ES

||ri − rj ||2

+ δA
∑

(i,a)∈EA

ψA
ai||ri − ra||2 + δC

∑

(i,c)∈EC

ψC
ci||ri − rc||2

The goal is to find R to minimize O(R).
r serves as the confidence score.
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Optimization Framework
Notations and Parameter settings

Notations:

• ψA
ai: importance of inventor a to patent i; Maintenance percentage of the

inventor’s history.

• ψC
ci: importance of USPC/IPC class c to patent i; Maintenance percentage of

class c.

• r†i ∈ {0, 1}: decision for each training patent point i ∈ V T

• r‡i ∈ [0, 1]: initial prediction score for each testing patent

• ri = 1: decision is to maintain; ri = 0: decision is to abandon

Parameter setting:

α = 10

β = 5

γL = γS = δA = δC = 1
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Optimization Framework
Training Instances

∂O(R)

∂t
= 2α(rt − r†t ) + 0

+ 2γL
∑

(t,j)∈EL

(rt − rj) + 2γS
∑

(t,j)∈ES

wtj(rt − rj)

+ 2δA
∑

(t,a)∈EA

ψA
at(rt − ra) + 2δC

∑

(t,c)∈EC

ψC
ct(rt − rc)

Let ∂O(R)
∂t = 0,

rt =
αr†t + γL

∑
(t,j)∈EL

rj + γS
∑

(t,j)∈ES
wijrj

Zt

+
δA

∑
(t,a)∈EA

ψA
atra + δC

∑
(t,c)∈EC

ψC
ctrc

Zt
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Optimization Framework
Testing Instance

∂O(R)

∂p
= 2β(rp − r‡p)

+ 2γL
∑

(p,j)∈EL

(rp − rj) + 2γS
∑

(p,j)∈ES

wpj(rp − rj)

+ 2δA
∑

(p,a)∈EA

ψA
at(rp − ra) + 2δC

∑

(p,c)∈EC

ψC
ct(rp − rc)

Let ∂O(R)
∂p = 0,

rp =
βr‡p + γL

∑
(p,j)∈EL

rj + γS
∑

(p,j)∈ES
wpjrj

Zp

+
δA

∑
(p,a)∈EA

ψA
atra + δC

∑
(p,c)∈EC

ψC
ctrc

Zp
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Optimization Framework
For inventor and classes

∂O(R)

∂a
= −2δA

∑

(t,a)∈EA

ψA
at(rt − ra)− 2δA

∑

(p,a)∈EA

ψA
ap(rp − ra)

Let ∂O(R)
∂a = 0

ra =

∑
(t,a)∈EA

ψA
atrt +

∑
(p,a)∈EA

ψA
aprp∑

(t,a)∈EA
ψA
at +

∑
(p,a)∈EA

ψA
ap

rc is in the similar form for c ∈ VC
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Two Experiment Achievement

1 Classification experiment
I Feature Design
I Feature Selection (Choose important features to use)
I Binary Classification: abandon or maintain
I Performance: classification accuracy for each company

2 Obtain Confidence Score
I Form the patent information network
I Solve optimization problem and obtain the confidence score r for each company
I Performance: classification accuracy vs confidence score
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Dataset

• 4 millions granted patents from USPTO

• Major companies: BASF, Boeing, Kodak, General Motor, General Electric

• U.S. Department of Energy, NASA, Navy and Army
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Importance of Features
Probabilistic Significance Score [5]

Use Probabilistic Significance score to rank the features and choose the top
features.

Probabilistic Significance Score for features comes from . For binary classification
problem, the score for feature j is

S(j) =

∫
|P(y = 1|x)− P(y = 1|x−j)|p(x)dx

• y ∈ Y = {+1,−1} (abandon or maintain)

• x Features

• P(y = 1|x) represents the true probability that the sample x belongs to class 1

• P(y = 1|x−j) represents the true probability that the sample xj (removing jth)
belongs to class 1.
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Importance of Features
Probabilistic Significance Score Estimation [5]

ŜS(j) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

|P̂(y = 1|xi)− P̂(y = 1|x−ji )|

Features that cause significant changes in the estimated class probabilities are
ranked higher than those that do not.
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Probabilistic Significance of Top Features
to compute the global trend features for the techniques. We
investigate major companies (such as BASF, Boeing, Kodak,
General Motor and General Electric) and organizations (such
as U.S. Department of Energy, NASA, Navy and Army)
with large patent portfolios from a variety of fields. Table
III lists the patent maintenance information of each company
or organization. PN is the number of U.S. granted patents,
MN is the number of maintained patents, and MPratio =
MN/PN. We use id instead of the original name to represent
a company/organization.

The historical maintenance decisions are used as the
ground truth. For each test year, we use the patents that
require maintenance decision as testing, and all previous
patent decisions as training. We use the recent past six years
for testing and report the averaged result. Experiments are
performed for each company/organization.

Table III
PATENT MAINTENANCE INFORMATION OF COMPANIES/ORGANIZATIONS.

NameId PN MN MPratio
N1 2935 774 0.264
N2 4524 1661 0.367
N3 10569 5415 0.512
N4 4410 2951 0.669
N5 2180 1123 0.515
N6 1864 835 0.448
N7 1412 590 0.418
N8 3863 1123 0.291
N9 6264 2687 0.429

N10 2866 1400 0.488
N11 8011 3974 0.496
N12 520 280 0.538
N13 2679 1233 0.460
N14 16369 8989 0.549
N15 2920 1622 0.555
N16 2908 1629 0.560
N17 1507 695 0.461
N18 6179 3440 0.557
N19 2689 810 0.301
N20 7605 2614 0.344
N21 2763 1386 0.502
N22 4991 3194 0.640
N23 2850 1662 0.583
N24 2768 988 0.357

B. Importance of Features

We use Probabilistic Significance score, proposed by Amir
and Lipika [25], to measure the importance of the introduced
features and report the top features in table IV. Note that
other measures can also be used, such as information gain,
gainratio, p-value of statistic test and chi-square.

C. Accuracy Comparison

We compare our approach with two baseline algorithms:
Probability Guess (PG) and TextC. PG uses the maintenance
probability of the training data to guess the label of the
testing data. This is the bottom line, any learning approach
should achieve better accuracy than PG to be effective. TextC

Table IV
PROBABILISTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF TOP FEATURES.

Type Top Features Probabilistic Significance
Inventor ivEPratio mean 0.490

iv1EPratio max 0.426
iv1ECount max 0.349

Trend thisSup min 0.319
age min 0.177

thisMaxRatio min 0.136
age2max min 0.125

Profile PAPsum 0.166
PAPKmean 0.138

Writing CohAD 0.175
AbsL 0.123

ClaimUW 0.122
CohCD 0.121

Meta Kind 0.151
NClaim 0.078

treats the patents as text documents represented in the term
vector space, and builds a text classifier (we use the k-
Nearest Neighbor in the experiment).

Table V reports the accuracy of the algorithms for each
company or organization. Gain1 is the accuracy gain of our
approach over baseline 1, and Gain2 is the accuracy gain
over baseline 2. Our approach achieves significantly higher
accuracy than the baselines, because the proposed features
can capture the characteristics that are important for patent
maintenance decision making.

Table V
ACCURACY FOR EACH COMPANY/ORGANIZATION.

NameId PG TextC Ours Gain1 Gain2
N1 51.3 53.7 81.3 30.0 27.6
N2 52.0 56.0 78.0 26.0 22.0
N3 60.9 67.2 77.7 16.8 10.6
N4 76.5 81.2 90.0 13.5 8.8
N5 62.1 77.1 82.9 20.8 5.8
N6 61.1 59.0 80.6 19.5 21.6
N7 57.8 60.5 78.9 21.1 18.4
N8 52.3 48.3 75.9 23.6 27.6
N9 62.3 68.8 80.2 17.8 11.4

N10 61.0 66.4 73.8 12.8 7.3
N11 62.5 63.3 80.3 17.8 17.0
N12 69.5 82.2 87.6 18.1 5.4
N13 62.9 66.6 79.6 16.7 13.0
N14 60.0 70.2 79.3 19.3 9.1
N15 64.4 69.0 79.6 15.1 10.6
N16 60.7 65.8 70.8 10.1 5.0
N17 63.8 62.5 78.1 14.3 15.6
N18 64.7 68.1 83.3 18.6 15.2
N19 53.5 54.9 78.8 25.3 24.0
N20 52.6 54.0 73.6 21.0 19.7
N21 51.3 60.4 76.8 25.5 16.4
N22 72.0 79.7 85.6 13.6 5.9
N23 68.4 75.9 86.7 18.4 10.8
N24 53.2 64.4 73.1 19.9 8.7

D. Accuracy w.r.t. Confidence

Our prediction model not only provides a maintain or
expire decision recommendation, but also provides a con-
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Accuracy Comparison in Classification Experiment

Baseline:

1 Probability Guess: uses the maintenance probability of the training data to
guess the label of the testing data

2 TextC: Use term vector space features for patent representation and use
K-Nearest Neighbor to classify

Authors’s approach: Using the important features selected by Probability
Significance method. Use KNN to classify
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Classification Accuracy vs Confidence Score

Figure 7. Accuracy w.r.t. confidence. X-axis denotes the confidence score,
and Y-axis denotes the accuracy.

fidence score. For patents with high confidence score, our
model can get high accuracy. Figure 7 shows the accuracy
w.r.t. confidence score for several example assignees. As the
confidence score threshold gets higher, the accuracy also gets
higher. Other datasets show similar results.

E. Impact of the Refinement Algorithm

The proposed network-based refinement algorithm can
improve the performance by refining the initial prediction
scores, especially for improving the accuracy for confidence
levels. Figure 8 shows the average accuracy w.r.t. confidence
score of all the companies for with and without the refine-
ment. We can see that the refinement algorithm can improve
the accuracy of all the four confidence levels.

We have conducted experiments using different initial
classifiers, such as RandomForest, RIPPER and RBFNet-
work. The results also show that the refinement can improve
the accuracy for different confidence levels. The major
reason is that by utilizing the network structure to reveal
the patent relation, we can smooth the scores to achieve
better confidence for the prediction.

Figure 8. Accuracy w.r.t. confidence score with and without refinement.
X-axis denotes the confidence score, and Y-axis denotes the accuracy.

F. Convergence of the Refinement Algorithm

Figure 9 shows the value of ∆R at each iteration during
the network-based refinement procedure for one company.
We can see from the curve that it can converge very soon.
Other companies/organizations have similar result.

Figure 9. Convergence of our optimization procedure. X-axis denotes the
number of iteration. Y-axis denotes ∆R(i.e., Delta R)

VIII. CONCLUSION

Patent maintenance decisions are traditionally made man-
ually. However, for large companies or organizations, mak-
ing a decision on which portion of the patent portfolio
to maintain is difficult because there are so many patents
(and their related patents) need to be investigated and many
aspects need to be considered when making such both
financially and strategically important decisions.

We conclude by summarizing our main contributions as
follows:

(1) We introduce the new patent mining problem – au-
tomatic patent maintenance decision recommendation, and
propose a systematic approach to solve this problem.

(2) We propose a set of new patent features to capture
important textual and time-evolving properties for patent
maintenance. Experiment results show that they are infor-
mative and useful for building high accurate classification
model.

(3) We propose a network-based refinement approach uti-
lizing the patent information network for prediction smooth-
ing and optimization. It can help obtain improved confidence
scores for better performance.

(4) We conduct experiments on the large scale United
States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) database
which contains over 4 millions of granted patents. The
results on major companies/organizations show that our
technique can achieve high prediction accuracy. Our method
is particularly successful for high confidence predictions.

(5) We have implemented our framework as a web service
system to provide intelligent decision making for business
clients.

• N14, N8, N20, N19 are companies’s ID

• Y-axis denotes the classification accuracy

• X-axis denotes the confidence score.
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